
Insert and fix all electricity appliances into corresponding position. Gap tolerance is no more than 1mm.
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1.put left and right back panels between corner aluminum profile and fixed frame with 4x25 flat self locking screw as picture A.

2.lnstall gtass ciip on the right shower panel as picture B, and fix glass and glass clip with screw as picture C.

3.Firlifting support to left shower panel with 4x16 screws as picture D.
4.Link shower chain and shower connector as picture E'
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6mm flat gasket

4mm nut
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1.Put top cover on the top as picture A.
2.Gonnect ventilator and corresponding plug as directions.
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lnstall front fixed doors between corner aluminum profiles and upper&lower fixed aluminum profiles.

Please note there is difference between left glass door and right glass door'
pleise check whether the product works well or not before going to the next steps.

4x25llal self locking screw
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Connect all hoses on the middle back panels and fix the middle back panels to the upper&lower fixed aluminum profiles.
Plesase double check whether it is right after you connect the hoses and electricity lines.

4x25llal self locking screw
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Apply glass cement in four corners of glass interfaces as picture A.
Glass interfaces of back panel, please refer to picture B. Bottom in
-terfaces, please refer to picture C. Dealing with trim after applying
glass cement. lt takes 24 hours to solidify.

cornersaps 
A

Bottom gaps 
C

Assemble bottom pallet as picture A. Details as picture B.



Put bottom pallet at corresponding position as picture A. 1 .Connect movable door A and fixed door with clip, (lf movable door can
not be sealed, please use hexagon wrench to adjust clip as picture B)

2.lnstall handle in movable door with hexagon wrench as picture C.
3.lnstall waterproof seal D on the top of movable door.
4.lnstallwaterproof seal E on the edge of movable door.
S.lnstall waterproof seal F on the bottom of movable door.
6.lnstall magnetic strip G on movable door and fixed door.
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Look and fix the alumium profiles and tray by fixed iron stripe with the help 6x30 screws.

6x30 hexagon screw

.,.6mm spring gasket

12mm stainless steel gaskel

Colloidal particle

6mm stainless steel gasket

---Gmm 
hexagon nut

Panels installation steps
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